
Chapter V 

Introduction - ..........., __ _ 

In this Chapte~ we shall mainly deal with the 

phenomenological aspect of Hartmann's theory of value. 1 In 

his "Fore"VJord11 to the English edition of his three volume 

g~, Nicolai Hartmann says that his central task in this 

work is to analyse the contents of values as he believes that 

80 only in this 1.vay will it be possible in the future to grapple 

2 
afresh 't'i'itl:l the problem of conduct0

'. Moral values, as regard 

their contents, constitute the foundation of ethicso This way 

of looking at moral values has at once a bearing on the 

phenomenological conception of value as contentful. According 

to Hartmann, all strivings and doing~, the commandments and the 

no:rms have their basis in values which are unique in kind and 

in mode of existence. "It is evident", Hartmann 1:.1rites, ~'that 

one not only can never \'Jill or nor take up as an end anything 

which one does not rege~ as •valuable 0, but also can never 

accept it either as a command or demand, as a commandment, as 

something that ought to be. One must somehot'\1 have conceived 

that a thing has value; only than and only thereby does it 

become a dete:r:mining pot-ver in the moral life01
• 

3 
For Hartmann, 

1 ··/According to Cad1rJallader. c1 Hartmann • s the-ory of value.~~. 
involves phenomenological, aretai~ and metaRhysical 
aspects", Cad1.vallader, E .H., "Value T richotomiDng in 
Philosophy and Psychology a on Nicolai Hartmann and 
Karen Homey'c ~2soph;y and ~~.Q.Jpgical Re~£h 
Vol.XXXIX, No.2. December, 1978, p. 219. 

2 Hartmann, N., §thics I, p.15. · 
3 ~ •• p.81 .. 
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values stand "behind" all ends of our action. We can evaluate 
~ '' .... 

the conduct of a person, a deed etco only vdth reference to a 

value. Hence, value~ according to Hartmann, are fundamental -
to ethics. 

Section A _'"""""'.......,_,_ 

1, Platonism and Hartmann 

Hartmann is regarded as a philosopher t1ho belongs to 

the platonic tradition~ 1 · though he combines ·well with it some 

basic phenomenological insight's.. Quite avowedly, he builds up 

his philosophical theories on platonic structure of thinking. 

And,· his athical theory is not an exception to this. Hartmann 

relates his philosophy of value to what may be considered ~ 

Platonic foundations. ·Hartmann harks back to the Platonic 

notion of Ideas and establ1shes his theory of moral values on 

it. Plato conceives a realm of Being t'$hich he calls 01 the realm 

of Ideas" other than the realm of the phenomenal world·~ Hartmann 

finds Platonic conception to be· illuminating for his theory of 

------·------------------- ------·--------------------~----·------~ 
1 '!'his has been widely acknowledged-. 

Please see, {a) J.N-.Mohanty, Nicolai Hartman_§nd 1SB!!h 
~'ihitehead Progressive Publishers, 
Calcutta, 1957. 

(b) E.H.Cadwallader, Searchlight on Values 
University Press of America, Lanham, 1984. 

{c) F .Kraenzel# G'Nicolai Hartmann • s Doctrine 
of Ideal va.lues :; A11Examination" # 

~~&..2~ Value Ing_uicy, Vol.18, No .. 2, 1984. 
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value. This is evident from his following statement : 
. . 

"Characteristically among Plato• s ideas are found ethical 

principle~ the ideal •virtue' - those values upon which his. 

ethics was built. This fact is especially illuminating for 

the theory of value : in their mode of Bein~ values are 

Platonic ideast' • 1 It sho~ld be made quite%'at Hartmann • s 

concern is not the Platonic theory of Ideas in ~!!§ra,l, but 

w~th some aspects· ·of this theory. 

Hartmann seems to have inherited the following 1 eading 
' ' 

ideas from Plato : (a) values represent a world of their otm, 
' . 

like Plato• s Ideas, detached from the· mundane \-Jorld. This 

means that values have a peculiar mode o f_!?!ing. like those 

of Plato's Ideas and unlike the objects of mundane reality 

having spatia-temporal existence. Quite in the way that Plato 

conceives ldeas as having Ideal Bein~Hartmann gives values the 

status of Ideal Being. In his own tiords, "in their mode of 

Being, values are Platonic Ideas". 
2 

Hartmann • s focus of 

interest, therefore, is on Plato• s theory of Ideal Being. 

(b) A notion of "grouna" is attach&i to Plato• s Ideas, 

as essences, in the sense that Ideas .. are ioeal Form participating 

in ~Jhich an object:' blo'9comes real obj'ect. 'I'hat .is to say, Ideas 

are that "through whicht1 
· eve·rything that par'cicipates in them 

1 

2 

.!a!S·, p.184. 

Ibid. -
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gets its foundation as an object. This notion of "ground" has 
. 

been duly taken note of and emphasized by Hartmann. Accoxding 

to Hartmann, '*They (values)_ are that •through which 1 everything 

t-1hich participates in them is, exactly a-s it is - namely, 

valuable". 1 In other ~10rds, 01 real things have values through 
2 

partaking in the ideal Form t'llhich are values''.-

(c) Values, like Plato • s Ideas, are many, not one. 

't17hich are independent of all other actual and possible t~orlds as 

also of ene another. They constitute a world of plural units 

something that is liJte Plato• s Ideal l!'orms. Hartmann borrows. 

the Platonic pluralism. namely, (i) the dualism of values as 

an ideal real~ on one hand- and their actual occurrence in this _;.-,..,;;;;,;;;;,;;;.;;;;;-

't'l1ord, on the other, and {ii) the pluralism of values. 

(d) Hartmann also borrows the Platonic notion of. 

aprioris,m.· According to Plato, Ideas are a priori to all 

existing things ano beings in the sense that they are intuited 

J:ndependentl:1z: of all things and }:)eings. For Hartmann. coPlatonic 

philosophy is the historical discovery of the a prioristic , . . 

3 
el.ement in the whol~ realm of human knowledge".. ,Further, 

ethical v.alues cannot be"discovered in the conouct of man. 

nvalues are- not to bel;:' ecognised by the fact that they ara, or 

are· not,- contained· in the real". 4 Values are given a prior_a:, 

-
1 ~.,,_ p.lSS. 

2 K:raerizel, F.; "Nicolai Hartmann's Doctrine of Ideal Values; An 
.~x~min~tion". The, Joumal·-.of Value J:nqui,E.I. Vo1.-·1a, No.2, 1984. 

3 Hartmann, N •• §Snics ;t. op.:cit.,• p.62. 
4 ~~., p.98. 
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and like J?lato• s Ideas. 'i'Th~y a·re .not even capable of being' 

grasped 'by thought'• but are It immeo~·~t~ly discernEkd'-'oniy by an 

inner •visi6n' 11 ~·~ · 

(e) The term "a priori" must be understood here in the 

sense that such "<('priority of the kno'liiledge of them is no 
' ,, 

intellectual or reflective a" priority. but is emotional, 

intuitivtt' • 
2 

And ;or Hart~ann. · "'I' he Platonic n~tion. of 
-'beholding' 't'Jel~ fits. that which. material ethics designates. 

. . 3 
as the • sensing. of v.alue' 11 • • 

In the preceding section '!rJe have brought out ho~J Hartmann 
. ' 

builds up a fine edifice of the philosophy of value on this 

platonic inheritance. As Cadwallader has rightly pointed ou~ 
. '. 

the Platonism that Hartmann advocates in the realm of values 

may well ·be designated ·as "Value-Platonism"·· 4 
· L.i.k.e Platdmisrn 

itself, there are· a number of theses that are historically 

associated tnJith value-platonism and it has contributed towards 

much confusiqn.· Generally, value-platonism is regard~d ·as the 
•: 

vielfJ acco+ding to which there .i\E~ eni;ities; called values. 

which. are ,.~.. and form a. realm of the.ir O\om aparj: from the 

spat.i,o·..oti$mporal worl¢. We may· briefly note here the vari9.us 

------------------~-------------------------------·----------------
1 

2 

3 

Ibid •. , p.185·. 

Ibid. --Ibid •.. -
4. Cadwal.ladeJ;", EoH-.·; ~hlight ·on Values, University Press 

of America. r.anham, ·1984. · 
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senses in which Hartman • s .val.ue-platonism can be understood. 

ln tpis connec;tion Cadt"lallad.er has identified the follovJing as 

incorporated in.such a view~ 

Values .may be regar~ed as entiti~ which are "really realu 

and exist like tabl.es and· chairs ~..£!- from the SJ2atio-temporal 

worldl. an~ without them one ·Cannot make value-juc;lgements.. This 

is an. 52Q!Qlogical claim... . . 

Second, values exist indeoendently of being known. 

are only~~~ by· human. mind. This may be termed as 

~Y,cho-egistemologica! claim.· 

'!'hey 

Third, the independent being of values is not relative 

to anything whatever, including persons. cultures and perspectives. 
' ' 

This independence of values lies in their very nature which resist 
,) . ' ' 

them to' be relative to anything whatever. .J:f they ar~ relative, 
~ : 'I ' 

. ' 

one cannot make sense of the normative discourse. This claim 
. ~· . . 

may be termed Valuational bbsolutism& 

Finall:t"'• ·Value-Platonism also claims to value..Obj ecti~ 

in the ~ense that.the judgements about.values·are really·statement,g 

and hence true or false. They are not something. about. say, the 

sp eaker• s, attitudes etc. 
I,; . 

. Let us now briefly turn to the tenn 01 value'! and the 

$9nse in which .it is used' iO Valtie-1a'atonisrit~ This' ~dll be 
I ~ . ' . , 

-------------------------------
1 .B?.!.§., Chapter I. 
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clear if we make a distinction between a ~hing or~~ which 

is to be judged valuable (e. g., good, right etc•) and the .§ta£E~ 

or !!Q.E.U according to t"lThich it is judged to be valuable·. The 

distinction here is bet"'Jeen the items as evaluated· and in virtue -
of which a thing or event is evaluated. Cadwallader has used --
the term "actualised'!"value" for the fo.rmer and "value-ideal" for 

the lattsr. Nov1, actualised-values are in time and they are 

part o;!: history. They are actual entities considered in their 

aspect o £ having been valued by some subject. But on the other 

hand, value-ideal are W2.!: in space and time, and therefore, . 

they are not the sort of thing that are in or of the natural 

'lriOrld at all. For Hartmann, they belong to the ideal order of 

being. Further, actualised values are dependent on the person. 

thing or relation to which they are attached• But the value

ideals are totally independent of any perso~ thing or relation 

whatsoever. Thus, the term "value" in Hartmann• s Platonic theory, 

means ~e-i~~~ as distinguished from the value that is 

actualised. 

2. ~ues as 11 i..'ldependent~'. mode of bein_g 

aefore we go on to Hartmann•s positive cha~acterisation 

of values, or moral values, in particular, it may be relevant here 

to begin :Qy making some charificato ry remarlts so as to avoid 

--------------~---------~.~--~;--------·--------------·--~------~--=---
1 Cadv-Jallader claims to have. coin€0 these te:r.ms for the first 

time. Please see, · E.H.Cadv.Jallader and P.D.Eisenberg 1 s 
article, nplatonism-proper Vs. I>ropertx-Platonism : 
on ~1oore and Hartmann". Idealistic Studies. Vol .s, 
No.:,_, January, . 1975. 



certain possible confusions. In the first place. values do not 

reside in valuable things. Nor are they discerned in things 

that are valuable. It must also be noted that values do not 

emanate from the valuable objects. Further. as they are not 

natural object~ they cannot be defined or explained in 

naturalistic terms. They cannot be defined vJith reference to 

the subject • s specific. mental attitudes. Horeover, values arise 

neither "t:1ith our desires, nor with our interest in them. This 

means that values are not product of subjectivism and psychologism. 

Earlier. we have seen that Plato•s theory about 

objectively existing and most real entities {i.e. Ideas) has 

bee:n avowedly inherited by Hartmann. \\That is distinctive. for 

Ha~mann, about l?latonic Ideas is that they ar.e not in the .. actual 

1.-Jorld, in space and time.. Values a.re rad~cal.ly different sorts 

.. 
of being is unique and pequliar. W~rtmann conceives them ·as 

having the 29me mode like that of Ideas. Values have their 

place in iaeal world of being independent of spatio-temporality • 

. Further, values are ~·real" l'ike i?latonic Ideas and therefore. 

they are not something fictitious. ·Their mode of being is very 

much 1 il<e ·the physical objects in thG sense that they can.ilot be 

imagined away· or c·annot ·be ·l:Jished a;...,ay by the ~Jill of the 

subjeCt; the only differ~ ooing that values lack spa>.~tio

-temporality. Values are not only ureal" but they az:e 

indeeencl'entl~ 13 real"-· Their·"' r~alityn is subs·istent. 'l'hey do 
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not depend on anything elsa·other than themselves. Values are 

not only independent of the things that are valuable (goods) 

but are actually their prerequisite., This, however, does not 

mean that they are dependent upon· each other. Each value is 

independent of anything whatsoever as well as independent of 

each other, According to Hartmann. values l::>elong to an ideal ---
order of being and therefore, they are themselves iaeal beings. 

"Their mode of being is that of an ideal being-in-itself". 1 

. 
NO'Irl, t'l1hat is ideal being of value 1 For Hartmann. ideal being 

has its .-being-in-itself". He defines the being-in-itself thus : 

Whatever in its mode of being is not relative to _a 
subject, matever confronts a thinking subject as 
indepenoent and imnovabl e. whatever set·s us before 
him a self-subsistent xegularity and energy of its 
own which the subject can grasp or miss but cannot 
get rid of, that has for him the character of 
self•existence".2 

This means that values are independen~ of the subject li'Jho passes 

the moral judgement and indeRen~ of the judgement itself. 

The being of values has its O't"ill regularity and order 'II'Jhich is 

quite different from the mu~dane reality. 'l'hey are not products 

of biological or psychological process. They are independeni 

of the person·• s actual conduct. Their being as a non-spatia

temporal object remains in:,tact for ever. This independence 

------------~--------~----------------------·--------------------
1 vl.H.~"lerkmeister• s Introduction to E.H.CadaT:.rallader ; 

searchlight_Qn Values, op .. c~ •• p.xi.i. 

2 Hartmann, N •• EthiC§• op. cit •• p .• 218. 
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from the mundane world is what constitute&the meaning of ideal 

being of value~ It is not enough to have persons and their 

actions t'17hich have value. They are_ merely carriers of value• 
' 

There must be ideal values 16 behind" all actions to make them 

valuable or its opposite~ 

Hartmann comparee the mode of being of- values 'I':Jith 

logico-mathematic<::ll objects as he thinks that the values and 

the logico-mathematical objects stands on a~ ontological 

footing. Hartmann point·s, out, · 

A$ rergards the mode of Being, peculiar to values, nothing 
is so instructive as its close analogy to the theoretical 
essence~ especially to the mathematical nnd logical 
structures~ 1 

Hartmann thus invokes the analogy of value-theory with mathematics 

and logic. Elsewhere he says that the sphere of values are 

connected organically with the sphere of logico-math~atical 

ObjeCtS an<l the former Sphere iS the Ct COntinuation" Of the 
.. ~ 2 

latter. The only difference is this s "Pure logic_ pure 

mathematics and the essences are theoritical idealities ~mile 
.3 

the values are axiological idealities". 

Let us now turn to Hartmann's view that values are ideal 

self-existent being. What he says is this : "The mode of Being 

---------------------------
1 1£!!.9•• P• 303. 

2 Ibid., P• 221. 

3 Mohanty, J .N ., Nicolai Hartmann and Alfred N2£!::Uh!~heaa, 
A study in Recent Platonis~ ProgressiVe Publishers, 
Calcutta, 1957. 
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peculiar to values is evidently that of an ideal self-existencet' ~ 

Also, ~«values have actually an existence in them13elves12
•

2 In 

order to underS!tand this, it.is necessary to explain the 

distit)Ction he m9kes bet1r1eel) the content and the valuational 

character. As we have already pointed out, the values are not 

formal empty structures, but are material structures for having 

their contents. This content is different from the valuational 

character though the latter inheres in the foDffier. In other 
. . " 4 

word~ · it is the content or material which has value inherent 

in itself. Hartmann clarifie~ ~the content ana the valuational 

character do not coincideu. 
3 

Fo.r example, the idea of trust 

is the content or the material concrete structure of a specific 

form of relationship between person and person which ca~ quite 
. ' . 

generally be described. This relation is not identical with 

the value. of trust or the value of such a relationship. Even 

the idea of trust or the idea of such a relationship is not 

identical with its.valua~eness or value-ideal~ The idea of 

trust is m~rely the .structure of the content and pot the value 

of the content. So, the idea of trust. or mate~ial .f'las only 

ontological structure ana not the axiological. The valuablepess 

or mora:t worth of trust cannot be derived from the structure of 

the content, although it inheres in the content itself. It is 

the essence of another sort. which ~hrough all differentiations 

remains different from the material. It makes' the material 

2 Ibid~ -
3 .!!2.!9•• P•·217. 
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e. g., the relation· of trust, ·meaningful. 'rhe valuableness only 

has axiological significance. 

:tt.may be noted here that.although the valuableness is 

not derived from the mat~rial, but the feeling of valuableness 

necossarily presupposes the material. and n-ot vice versa~ They 

are. not unrelat~d to each other. The valuableness varies t1ith 

it_s materials. For eY.ample, the material essence of trust is 

diffE?r.erit. from that of . fidelity, so its valuational charact~r. 

As Hartmann puts, 

And, nevertheless, valuableness is a something which 
through all differentiations always remains different 
from the materialr a something which builds above it, 
camps over it, lends to it a glimmsr of meaning, ~ 
significance of11o'higher order, an import which for ever 
remains transcendent to.the existential reality.l 

Now, ~Jhat does Hartmann mean by "self-existencea•? 

For him_ 

Whatever in the mode of being is not relative to a 
subject, whatever confDdnts a thinking subject as 
L~dependent and immovable, whatever sets up. before 
him a self-subsistent regularity ana energy of its 
01:m which the subj~t .can grasp or miss but cannot 
get rid of, that has for him the characte_r of 
self.-e·xistence. 2. 

Three important ideas are contained (i) that whose mooe of 

being is independent of person, (ii) that which stands opposite 

to person, as S"tatis: and, (i.ii) that tihich has its own 

-----·----~------------·~-------------------------------~---------
1 ~-.,p.218. 

2 Ibid. --
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uniformity and energy 't'>lhich a person may or may not grasp but 

cannot free himself from. 

We may elaborate the matter as follO"taJS. The mode of 

being of values (value-ideals) is independent of the subject 
• a.. ,, 

for their "e.~~CQ....-,_ .• Valuableness remains static and 

unchangeable even when they confront a person. 
II • II 

'l'hoy .. ,Q..><. v:.t" . 

independently of t"llhether one lmows them or not. Awareness or 

non~awareness of them by a subject does a~ affect their ot1n 

reality. The presence or absence of feeling for values or the 

presence or absence of philosophical attitude towards them do 

not stanCl in their t:JaY of being self-subsistent. Ho~ .. 11ever. the 

presence of value~ feeling indicates that there are values, since 

our" sensingn of value is infallible. But Hartmann • s point is 

that feeling of value cannot bring out any change in the nature 

of values. Nor the value-feeling creates then. The variations 

occur orily in the consciousnesfi of values, but ~ in the 

values themselves., 

The points we have 'so'far discussed ~ith regard to 

valuableness 8o not apply to valuational material.· A subject 

can very well produce a material e.g., he can set up a relation 

of confidence with other person. But once he produces such a 

material, he cannot prevent the material to be something of 

value. A material, (here, the relation of confidence) once 

produced, needs no co-operation from the subject to be something 

of value, and the ~-e_v-.-e_r.::s.;ua. 
II II 

A subject may produce a material 
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and he may bel!ev~ that it is devoid of moral wortha Bu~ the 

belief does not affect the value which inheres in the content. 
~-

Now, according to Hartmann, values are the objects of 

possible va,l.uat.ional discef.:ent. Their being is as independent 

as things existing .in spatio-temporal world. But the knowledge 

of these beings i.e. values. are .obtained th,rou,gh di~f~r~nt 

means o Hartmann says that 11 kno1riledge of val~es is genuine 

,knowled9e of Being". 1 The knqt'l7ledge of values are priltlarily 

gmQ.;!:;l.Qna.J:, which Hartmann calls "ji!engn.s~··· of.~ values" 2 or 
. 3 

11 feeling of value". In valuational vision and :t;eeling, the 

willing subject remains purely receptive. 

of the appeal that values make upon him. 

He cannot get rid 
? ' . 

He is disposed to 

have the nprimal sensing" of value when he produces a 01~~.!". 

~he moral consciousness cannot reject the appeal of values which 

they make upon his emotional 10 sensing". '!'he Being of value, 

the object, deteDnines the consciousness through the "primal 

sensing'' of them. In Hartmann's words; 

In this 'beholding' of them the subject is pur~ly 
receptive; he surrenders·~msel£ to them. He sees 
himself dete:tmined by the object, the self-,existent .. 4 value; but he himself, on his side, detennines nothing. 

----------------·---------------mw--=---~----------------~---------------
1 ~.!,2., P• 219. 

2 !!?19., P• 102 • 

3 .ill9•, p.lOO. 

4 Ibid., Pa 219~ 
~-
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The point to note here is that values themselves 

remain unaffected by the beholding of them, just as a natural 

object remains unaffected while it is known. The feeling of 

them cannot change or modify them. They remain existent 

"independ.ent(ly) of all imagination and longing". 1 A moral 

subject has no right to choose a value as he likes. In a 

given situatio~ all must direct their gaze towards only one 
6T ~Set' •f VG,t.,..c.b 

value( 'I'his value determines a subject but he does not 

determine anything. 

Our discussion, so far., of self-existence of values 

centres round the meaning of self-existence for knowledge. 
. ---

But ethics is not concerned with the knowledge of values alone 

but also with the values themselves i.e. with the mode of --
values. so, let us now turn to a consideration as to .how the 

values are self-existent from the point of view of ontology. 

According to Hartmann, values do not have self-existence -
like that "l:llhich belongs to all things and events., to V'Jhatever has 

spatio-temporal existence. 11Values have no self-existence that 

is real61
• 

1 Values., for having their ideal nature., have 

self-existence that is ideal. As principles of action., values• 

p~rticipation in deteDmining reality in specific ways., does not 

affect their ideal mode of self-existence. As valuational 

quality of a specific material., e. g., sincerity remains in ideal 

1 Ibid • ., P• 93. 

2 IbiS•• P• 220. 
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mode as essence whether it is embodied in someone's conduct or 

not. In its ideal mode, sincerity is independent ana therefore, 

self-subsistent. 

But the 01 actualised" value e. g., the sincerity embodied 

in the conduct of someone is indeed e:J value, but only a d<3rived 

one. These actualised v~lues are merely 11 Ideas" whos~ root lies 

in the, value of the material. Hartmann goes as far es to say that s 

Strictly taken, values themselves are not at 
all 'actualised', but only the material~ to 
tvhich, 't'l7hether ideal or real, the value belongs. 1 

Hartmann recognises the impossibility of giving a 

metaphysical definition of what an ideal self-existen¢e is ~as 

it is impossible to deteonine metaphysically what real self-
2 

existence is~ Each must be taken as fact". The character of 

ideal self-existence is "postulated0
• as the realm of real 

. .. 
self-existence is postulated~ . Ou this point, one may raise 

an objection that a man who dreams or is in error may believe 

that the object he beheld has ideal self-e~istencc. Hartmann 

dispels this objection by pointing out that from a drea~ there 

is awakening, as there is cor-rection in error. but thene is no · 

awakening in valuational insi~~t. If once a value is,beheld by 

someone it cannot be erroneous. 

---------~------------------·-----------------------·-----------------~= 
1 

2 Ibid··· P• 223 • ~·'--· .. 
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Moral values are expressed in moral judgement~ and 

thereby, ·the ideal self-existent character of values is noi.t 

affected~ Moral judgements are themselves sensations or their 

e.>~ressions'~ ,aut what a moral judgement means is something 

obj e.ctive, something existing in itself; that is, values t'lhich 

is of ideal nature. Further,. moral values which are expressed 

on the basis of primal moral feeling have also ideal self

-existence like that of mathematical law. 

The principle that values ha~e an ideal self-existence 

affirms more than ~ere apriority and the absoluteness of 
I ; J 

discerned value~ that i~ it affirms that there is a realm of 

values that subsist for itself. 

3. Aprioritx of Value~ 

Values, according to Jiartmann,. are Jt..R£!2-E:• A value,. 

for Hartmann,. is a .. conditioning factor'. And,. as Hartmann 

puts it, u indeec.l,. it must be an a priori cbnditionn. l It would 

be necessary here to understand what Hartmann means by the te~ 

cQ .5t.l2£i0 riot -· The t'lt10 ideas that are conjoined here are : 

(i) that \'ilhich is n independent 0 f exporience01 2 and (ii) that 

t"ifh.i~ is "'already presupposed'a ~ 3 NOt'l,. let us take each one at 

a time. l:f x is something that exists/subsists indeeen~ntly 

l lli.S·· p.l93. 

2 .!~.2·~ p.192. 

3 Ibid., p.193. 
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of some experience called y. but y cannot exist without x, then 

this imp~ies that ~ has independen~ ontological status. And 

now for •• already presupposed" i If something x is presupposed 

by some experience y, then x is the conditioning factor for some 

experience y. Thus. 11 Hartrriann uses the term •a prio.rA• to mean· 

• both episternologic·ally and onto logically 
~ , 1 

prior: 1
• · Eut. _for 

'• 

liartman~ to sho'V'J that y cannot exist or su?sist tvithout the 

existence/subsistence of X is to ~~ltno\'-J14 . x a prio,tl. 

Thus he expresses the meaning of a priori in Kantian 
. 2 

phrase which is referred to as the 10 conditions of the possibility". 

What it means to say is that valu~s are presupposed in all the 

phenomena of value-experience. To the questio~ ~mat are necessary 

cond;i.t ions of the possibility of something to be valuable ? 

Hartmann• s ans\'Jer Y.10ulo be that 11 Valuee~ are a conditioning .2,Eius 
3 . 

of all phenomena of the moral life•• ~ . Values are a conditions 

of the possibility of good~ persons or condu~. ~o put the 

matter Qifferently as Hartmann does. "they (values) _are that 
4 

through which things are valuable''. Not only that. Hartmann 

maintains that "values are not only conditions of the possibility 

of goods, but are also conditions of all ethical phenomena in 

general". 5 

--------------------------------~------------------------------------
1 Cadwallader, E.H •• §._~archli~....2!! Values, OR• cit., p.llS. 

2 Hart~onri, N., ~hie~ op.cit •• p.l86~ 

3 ,!!?~., p •. 217~ 

4 Ib.id ,, P•'186. 
~. ~ .· 

5 ~.,p.192~ 
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To our understandinq; it seems that Hartmann generally 

combines all the following when he states that values·arQ 

(i) In o~er for something to exist, a value must .~lread~ 

pre-exist 

( ii) In order for us to ~ something to be valuable, 

a value must be ~~~ to have existence beforehand. 

(iii) In order for something to be v:aluab].~ value is a 

Now, we may stress the point here that all of the 

above senses of ~!9£! uniliterally means that values are a 

' 
priori 't'Jith respect ~ our experience of valuable things. That 

is~ the value-ideals are prior to what we have called actualised 

value• For example, if something x is .a ·~.n.alue-ideal•. then it 

exists independently prior to actua1ised value y. What noods 

to be noted here is that this priority is D2S temporal, but 

1021-£21· 

Now to briefly recapitulat~ the point of our preceeding 

discussion. In Hartmann • s viet-J, in order to knovJ something to 

be valuable, one must first presuppose the standard through 

t'll'hich he feels a thing to be something of value. But one may 

say, by t~ay of objection, that '\:Je fino the values in the nature of 
.. ' ' ' 

abstractions from something that is valuable. Hot'll tvould Hartmann 
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respond to this objection 1 ~t seem~ Hartmann t~ulo merely 

say that in order to have. experience of something valuable, 

one must f~rst logically presuppose that th~re subsists a 

va~ue~ideal by refGrence to which he feels something to be 

va~uable,. 

He must possess beforehand the standa~, for exampl~ 
the stenda~ of the pleasant and the unpleasant, end 
from the stC~rt things must fall for :rum under this 
standa~, they must divide themselvei according to it 
into things pleasant and unpleasant. . 

In other l~Yards, one becomes able to make the distinction 

between good and evi~ pleasant and unpleasant only bec~use 

one is possessed of a standard., The sense of value or standard 

prepares one to tell a certain thing either as good or bad. 

Now, before t'11e tum to the arguments in support of 

his view it may be well to take not~ of a ~ ~ear mrticulation 

of his point in the followin9J 

A thing can be valuable only through its relation 
to a value itself. 'I'his must be fixed beforehanu. 
It is the ~~n of.the.possibilit~ of ther~ 
being anything of value and of its being recognised 
as valuable.· as a good - so to spe~k.2 

A thing, person or deed must h~e e reference to value 
·' 

in order ·to be something of value. A value must be irrtmediately 

di~covered in order for something to be called goods. A value 

1 l!ll:.2•, PP• 186-8·7·. 

2 .!J2!g,., p.l89 (our emphases) • 
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is al\1ays presupposed in the case of a. thing or cqnduct that is 

of value. This relation of values with.the things valuable. is 

irreversible. nIt is one-sidea dependence" • .. 1 ~·Ihat '!I'Je have 

called.actualised-value is always dependent upon a value-ideal 

to be something of value but not ~we_v._e.r.s.a. 

Irk~ .'t>JOuld nat-J tum to the argumen.:!:2•; Let us deal with 

them systematical!~ .. in terms of the follmving points : 

' . 
(i) Hartmann begins by asking the question,. viz.,. 

01 -v11hat is experience of good sin ~o this,. his ans1.-ver is. 01 It is 
2 something a priori12 

., To put the matter more pointedly,. in 

our eX9erience of a thing as useful, serviceable etc., the 

tpo~l~~l value of usefulness or serviceability is assumea 

~~~· Here the value,. namely, usefulness or serviceability,. 

is ~ to be already fixedi 'I'his feeling of fixity of value 

before~ implies that they (i.e. value-ideals) are a priori. 

(ii) The second argUment may also be followed in terms 

of a question a why a ce~ain thing is good 1 The ans1:-Jer to this 

may be that it is good for some other thin~ which will be . . 
the same question, why that other thing is good 1 Evidently. 

an eternal· circle of back-reference will lead us to a vicious 

~istemological regress. In order'to escape from this 

1 !!2!2.·· p.189. 

2 !E!.2·" '!).186. 
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eternal circle of back-reference, one has to answer this 

question by reference to a value which has first converted a 
. . . 

thing into good;; So, Hartmann argues, 11 It does not come to a 
. . 1 

rest until one no longer answers with a good but with a value". 

The crux of the matter is that intelligibility of certain 

value•experience is made possible only by means of a 

self-subsistent value-ideal existing "behind't actualised values. 

(iii) For the next argument, consider the fact that 

everyone of us is doing this or that work in our life. · But to 

the question, -vihat are we .working for ? the answer must be with 

reference to a valu.e. A life is worth living for having a value 

a·!: tached to it. It is value \11hich .gives meaning to our work. 

Hence, for Hartmann, "appraisement of value precedes experience .. 

For that wl;lich is striving .for is still unreal, at least not 
- 2 

yet 'experienced,.".-

(iv) Further, according to Hartmann, "values are not 

only conditions of the possibility of goods, but are also 
3 

conditions of all ethical phenomena in ~eneral". Values 

also are pre-requisite of all ethical phenomena. The human 

volition has good,which i.s not found in goods.- The object 

of volition has the form of an end and the end can never be 

contentless. If there is nothing valuable in the content 

1 

2 

3 

l.e!2•• P• -187 • 
Ibid.·. --

------------------------------
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of an end, it woula be· impossible· to adopt anything as an end·. 

Eut this content: or valuational character need not be known 

clearly. 'I'he voiitional. consc:.l:-ousness must possess a a~ sense" 

of its quality as a value. The point of the matter is that value 

J2£~cede~ expe~ience. It must be noted that the term n sense1
' 

(or 11 sensingn) has been distinguished by Hartmann from mere 

!L,ffiEiric~!_kno\'11led~ or experience., HO'trJever, a fuller ·discussion' 

of this point may await until later. 

{v) Finally, Hartmann considers the following situation 

A subordinate· carries out the orders of his boss, even though 

he does not know the end of his boss • s orders.; 'I' hat is to say, 

he does not. know the value or aim which guides his boss t.o issue 

the order to him. ·In this case, the content. of the command is 

the ultimate value to him. The subordinate believes in i·t, 

though he cannot •G see'~ it.. L"'l this belief inheres the moral 

value of obedience. The comman_s of the boss lrJ.hiC""..h is t:al<en up 

blindly ana "uncrltically10 by the subordinate and "the 

~n~o~u~~ly discerned value which deterr~nes the end are 

both equally a priori••. 1 

Thus to summer.ize the point., the factor 'l.vhich decid~s, 

whether a conduct is good or not, does not reside in the conduct 

itself or in its sphere upon which a moral judgement is passed. 

0 • 

--------------------·------------------------s-------------------·-----
1 ~.,-p.l.93. (our emphasis) 
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This deciding factor is self-dependent and a priori. Thus in 

all kinds of striving, yearning after, a value is alltlays presupposed 

Now~ it is clear that a value is not dependent upon things that 

are valuable nor they lie withJ.n the sphere of action. Rather, 

the actions are dependent upon the value-ideals in order to be 

something of value: hence, the apriority of values. 

Before concluding, it must be noted that for Hartmann. 

values are not fo~ a_priori but are material a priori. They 

are not empty structure~ but are possessed of contents whiCh 

form the specific quality of goods or persons etc~ In Hartmann • s 

tvords : "They <values) are •materials', structures which 

constitute a specific quality of things. relations or persons 

according as they attach to them or are lacking"~ 1 

4.-, Values as Absol~ 

Values, in Hartmann 1's vie'tit are absolute. Absoluteness 
2 

for Hartmann, is "the kind of being peculiar to values". To 

put it differently, the values that belong to the self-subsistent 

order of being have their O\in kind of reali~. A value. being 

a member of ideal world, subsists without depending upon 

anything other than itself. 

------------------------------------------------------------------
1 .!f?id., p.185.-: 

2 !E,!9.~ P•189. 
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Here, a b+ief discus~ion on the relation of .. goods 

to the subject will be quite in order. According to Hartmann, 

the relatedness of goods to a personal subject does not mean 

the relativity of values. This relatedness cannot affect the 

objective character of values. It is true that a personal 

subject has to unconditionally accept what is good for him as 

good and what is bad for him as bad. It is not within his 

power to change a thing t11hich is gooa for him to bad for him. · 

Here, obviously, a kind of relatedness of goods to the person 

E given. Eut, this relatedness is not to be confused with 

relativity of it. In other t11ords, ~Jhile 00 relatedness" implies 
' 

that the values are applicable to person~ from this it does not 

follow that the values themselves are relative; for the values 

are always absolute. Here the subject cannot have any~~ 

role, that i~ to determine the values. Hartmann takes up the 

example of geometrical laws and psychological laws t~ich hold 

good Q~condit~nally for spatio-te~oral figures _and psychic 

beings. This does .n2! mean that the laws themselves are; alt1ays 

absolute. Rather, the spatial figures and psychic bei~gs are 

unconditionally s\Jbjected to the la\-JS of geometry and psychology . ' 

respectively. "In the same t"!ay', Hartmann t'l1rites, "also the 

consciousness of goods and evils - so far as it exists - is 

subject unconditionally to the latiS of values and anti-values" • 1 
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For, a person cannot, according to his \dll, decide t'!lhat is 

good or what is bad for him. He is unconditionally subjected 

to accept \mat is valuable or what is not valuable for him. 

Thus Hartmann concludes, 

~_ihe relatedness of these values to a human subject 
is not relativity to the subject's opinion of them or 
to his appraisement of them, but to the subject•s 
existence, including his entire .categorial constitution. 1 

Now, for a consideration of moral values. According 

·to Hartrnmnn, moral VZ~lues, as \\ detemining B.Eiu~ control 

our actions. Approving or disapproving of human conduct 

presupposes a value. It is value which determines/controls 

the attitude ~hat man takes up towards his life. Values are 

always fixed beforehand. They are j.ndepenaent of the 
' 

consciousness of them. 'Xhat is, "they by no means subsist 
. 2 

only for the one 1.•·1ho discern.s them, but in themselves". Nor 

can they be "displaced by subject or made dependent upon him". 3 

.. 
They are also independent of the ~rson who judges, and are 

not relative to the person who values the goods. They are even 

independent ~}f the judgement· of them. Just as a tree cannot be 

imagined at'laY or changed by t~ishful tbinking, one cannot Change 

or imagine away the values. In other tiO rds, the absolute --

l 

2 

3 

Ibid. -
lE.!E•• P• 207. 

~·•P• 

--=---~--·-------·=-------------------
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nature of values is not a psychologi£21 fact. That is, it is 

independent of whether one thi~,! that they are absolute or not. 

An important point that fo~lows is that the absoluteness of· 

values implies the independence of values from culture~ 

societies, perspectives, attitudes etc. In short, the 

absoluteness of values ultimately comes to mean that values 

are not relative to anything Edsel.·. ' If they were so, then 

our talk of normative discourse coula not make any sense at all. 

The very nature of values are that they cannot be relative. 

What needs to be,stressed here is that relationality 

and relativity of 'l{alues are tt'10 different things. Values can 

be r~lational without being relative to good~ persons and his 

acts or opinion, society, culture etc. They can be relational, 

yet: remaining absolut·e.; The relationality of values 'tr.dth 

whatever else does not affect the absolute nature of them. 

That is to say, the relationality·of values cannot put their 

independence in question. In fact, values cannot but be 

relational; or else, valuing 'lrJould be impossible. , 

Now it is interesting to note that Hartmann distinguishes 

three possible kinds of relatedness of value which may apparently 

be regarded .s§ implying the relativity of moral values. Let us 

mark them of.f, clearly. 

----------------------~------------~------------- ------------------
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{i) To begin, Hartmann explain~ that a moral value 

;eems to be relative tihen ft tums out to be a goods-value 

to another-r For cxanple, trust is a good thing for him to 

whom it is sho~~. Thus the relation ot trust may.be a goods

value to the person t~hom it is shown. But .Hartmann points 

out that; the moral ~Jorth of .s person. does not lio in being 

precious thing to another person. The moral value (e.g_. 

trust) inheres in him even if it is not good 11 for" anyone·. 

It remains exclusively as a quality of his own conduct. 

In short, the relatedness to another person does not 

in any way mean a valuational ·relativity. MOral jurlgement 

is passed not on being gqods-value to ano-t:.hsr person, but om 

the person who possesses the moral value. 

(ii) second, moral values are values of .2,!spos~ 

'lfJhich are always tmvards some person. The object of moral 

value is the J23rson and not things. The relation of the value 

to other person inheres in t:he structure of the content of moral 

value which is quite different from the goods-value that goes 

\.·dth it. 

Here ~Je find t\.;YO kinds of relational! ty 'trJhich are 

dependent on each other. (a) When. for exarrpl~ fidelity is 

practised towatds other person, the latter feels a sense of 

securi'cy~ · and is able to entrust himself to the faithful person. 
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These are. ·goods-value to hirn. {·b) 'I'he moral value of trust 

possessed of by the trus~ced· person consists in spiritual 

st reng'ch, t-rust~-Jorthiness, ~oJhich is a value in itsel·f • .-....-.....;;;;;..;;;.;--..;;;;.;-

These tt'\70 kinds of value do not coincide. Similarly •. 

the t't"lO kinds of underlying relationship are also radically 

different. In the case of fidelity, the conduct of the other 

person to whom it is practised is conditioned by the act of 

the trusted person. Hartmann thereby concludes that "the inner. 
~ 

intentional .relatedness conditions the outer rel.ationality of 

goods-value ~:vhich is oependent upon it." 1 Eut these t1..vo kinds 

of relationality does not in any l:~a:l me~n valuational relativ~· 

{·iii) J\ thiro kind of relationality is as folloirJS• 

This is bet:weED value ana the ~arer of value;. Acco.tdingly, 

the car.r·ier of moral value 'is a personal subject. A moral 

subject is one ~io can will, set up end~ pursue them and has 

the ability to feel the value and i·s capable of moral conduct~ 

Noral value is attached to· his r.'\lhole ca~egorical constitution. 

to his personality as a \·.ihole and not to his particular acts.· 

In all of his acts, moral person stands "behind" all of his 

actions-. Thus a person becomes the carrier of moral values. 

~o sum up, the relation of moral value to the person 

is merely a kind of relat.ionality and does not in any r.1ay 

---
1 ~·•·P•213. 
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mean the valuational relativ.i~~ For the relateoness of moral 

value to the person is not dependent on the person who thin~ 

that certain moral dispositions exist. It is rather a moral 

value which has universal character. The relation to the person 

as a bearer inheres, therefore, in the material and not to moral 

value itself. The ~elatedneos of moral values to its bearer 

does not mean valuational relativity.. 

First; 

~ ... c.-t.i-.o .. n...-B 

"1 
J:n Hartmann•·s view., 11 Values are also principlesn. 

they are principles of ideal ethical sphere. This 

material essence of ideal nature is fulfilled in the real 
' 

merely accidentallz ~ne not necessiated by the ideal content as 

grinciple. For nvalues are primarily and throughout ides! 

self-existents; in so far as they ate principle~ they are 

from beginning to end only principles of ·the ethical ideal 

2 
sphere0

'. 

According. to Hartmann. the being of ideal sphere and 

the being of principles are diffeJ:ent. For, ideal sphere of 

1 ~., p.235 .• 

2 Ibid. -
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values contains, in addition to independent values, li'Jhat is 

called derivative values such a~ the value of useful, mediating 

values t~ich are also ideal but they cannot claim to be 

principles.. "Genuine, proper values, hot11ever, are ~rin£!ple.§ 

of the ethical ideal sphere01 ~ 1 

Seconq· values are also prin~iples of .agtual ethical 

sphere, that is, they are the principles of actional sphere. 

Value-ideals must have practical significance, otherwise they 

would not be ethical principles at al~ because ethics is 

concerned with the ethos of man which is of actional character. 

Values as principles of ethos transcend the realm of ideal 

self-existence and take possession of the actional sphere and 

thus they become the principles of actual ethical sphere. 

Valuational principles penetrates into the whole sphere of 

acts and determine them. The determination issues from the 

Values as orinciples. Therefore, this determination of Values 

as principles is the presupposition of the actional sphere. 

The relation of transcendent ethical acts to the genuine moral 

values is a conditional relation. since the disposition and 

will can resist values. The will and disposition can counteract 

the valuational discernment ~~Jhich is the detennin~ for every 

moral judgement. In Hartmann• s tvords : -n Here not everything is 

subordinate to thQ~; the acts of the subject do not acoo~rnodate 

themselves to them unresistingl~·. 2 
______________________ « ______________ __ 

1 ~-
2 ~ •• p.237. 
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The spe~if~c ~ctuality of valu~s differs from the 

ideality of values in that .in the latter, values are supreme 

determining factor~ inviolabl~ a~d oecisiye powers. Nothing 

can resist them to be the principle of ideal sphere, but in the 

former, values are actualised ,5g!!.9j.tionally. They are subject 

to the will an~ disposition which may or may not resist them. 

In actual ethical sphere, they are no longer inviolable 

detez:mining factor. 

All moral values have a tendency to be actualised or 

to be the principle of actual ethical sphere l'Jhich lies in 

their very essence. But they are not always so since the will 

ana disposition resist them. This distinguishes them from --
natural process~ 

'I'hira~ values are dlso principles of~ ethical 

sphere. we have alr~ady pointeQ.out. that the specific quality 

of values consists in the possibility of conduct to be con~rary 

to values. Even in this disagreement between transcendent act 

and moral values, the connection .. bet'tiaen the two is not broken. 

Rather, it continues in full force. . In other t.1ords, there is 

a tension between ontological and. axiological principles which 

subsists in the same actional sphere~ .Thi~ actional sphere 

is subordinately called the world of reality. Moral 

consciousness expresses itself through the actional sphere in 

transcendent acts~ Through the actional sphere, values succeeds 

in rnouldi.ng the real~ 
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It is to be noted here that the real ethical sphere 

does not consist of only mora~ agents with his acts, it also 
' ' 

includes his living creations, permanent comnunal customs etc. 

ltJhat has boon said about the ethical sphere of action 

holds true \1ith regard to the realm of ~ ethical sphere. 

Like that of actual ethical sphere_ Values are not decisive 

det~rminant power, They are also not fulfilled without 

resistance in this sphere. Thus values are, in a rest~icted 

sense, the principles of the ~ ethical sphere. 

2. ~ral Values and the 0~29~ 

Let us now turn to a consideration of moral value· 

and its relation to the ought. The concept of ought belongs 

to the essence·of values-as principles. As Hartmann points 

out, u it" (ought) adheres to the essence of ethical values 

and make itself felt where it is not brought into the 

foregraund11
·• 

1 Although the valuational materials are ideal 

essence~ they have a tendency tow~rds reality~ But this 

tendency does not at all affect its 'character as value-ideal. 

Here a question may arise 8 how such a tendency is consistent 
' with their ideal nature ? This can bs understood from ·the · 

following mod_a! analysis of the ought. 

1 Ibid.,..o. 247. --
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Ths main ideas may be eJcplained here as follo~Js. 

Acconling to Hartmann. the moo~ Character of value is that 

of an o"ught. This means· that value belongs to a peculiar 

o.r:der of being t--Ihich is different from the ontological order 

e:xpressed by either b~ing or non-b~Sing. '!'here is no absurdity 

in saying that a value is a thing that ought to be only if 

its matter is unreal. Thus. it is not at all insignificant to 

say that a man ought to bo hon0st oven if he is actually so. 

On the other hand. the judgement "The man is honest just as he 

ought to be16 is clearly s valuational judgement· and has the 

form of an ought. 11 Hence. it follows that the ought belongs to 

the essence of the value and must be already contained in its 

ideal mode of existence" .'1 This is what Hartmann calls, the 

ideal or pure ought-to~e. 

The ideal ought-to~ is in itself valuable., irrespective 

of its actuality or possibility. For instance. tvhen one says" 

that the~ ought to be universal peac~ this means that 

universal peace is an ideal ought-to-Be. irrespective of 

whether or not its matter i.e •• universal peace actually 

exists" in the world. For Hartmann. 01Their (values•) ideal 

ought-to-Be subsists independently of the reality or unreal~ty 
2 

of their matter." 

1 ~. 
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Hartmann points out that ideal ought-to-Be transcends 

its ideality for hav·ing its tendency tO't"lards reality. · It 

demands instantiation'"·· 1 The ideal ought-to-Beness of value 

has double nature, that is, idealitJr:: and a tenden~ tot·Jards 

reality. The ought has a direct ion towards something and the 

value is ~ 00 somethJncj4 to ~mich the direction is dratm. But 

the direction is conditioned by goal. So, ''value and the ideal 

ought-to-Be stana in strict correlsrtion, in reciprocal 

' tc 2 conditionality •' 'l'he px:oper modality of a value is an ought, 

but so far as its material content is concerned, an ought is a 

value. 'l'he relation between value and the ought is indissoluble. 

'It is a stable and balanced relation. 

'l'he "ideal ought-to:..:BeG• gives rise to what Hartmann 

calls "the positive Ought-to-Be" whenever the ideal sphere 

confronts reality. In. posi.tive ~ought-to-Bee', values are 

non-existents. This kind of ought adheres to the tension 

between the spheres, to the actuality. It is experienced as a 

tension by conscious practical bSings. The real is indiffer~nt 
to the ideal as such. But·tne ideal value as such has tendency 

' 
towar.js the real. "It has an urge to fulfil itself in the real 

I:Jorld but itself always remains unfulfilled. 

~----~----------------------~------·----------------~~=---------
1 Findlay, J .,N ., Axiologi9al_E:!ill±££i, P• 1/· 

. Macmillan & co.Ltd.,Lonaon,1970. 

2 ~~' P• 24!P. 
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The ·positive Ought . .:.to-he is "distinct from the ideal 

Ought-to-be in that e4 it does not . adhere to value as such. it 

is aodea ·thereto01
• 

1 The sphere of positive ought-to-Be stands 

mio\vaY between ·th.e ·iaeal O)lght-to-Be and the Ought-to~o. 

The positive Ought-to-·e presupposes the non-being of 

the Ought .... t.o-Be. That is to say, it does not exist~ Hence, 

- -4 I_/t is o~lr po~sible within a r~al se~f-existent 

lrJOrld - that· is, it presupposes thi~ real self-eXi~tent 
world, together with it~ real deteDninations which 
oeviate from the constitution of.wh~t Ought•to-ie~ It 
has, as condition, the whole ontological system" •. 

It is agains·e: this self-existent l:Jorld that the 

positive ought-to-~a exhibits the tendency towaDds fulfilment 

th·:Jugh"~. it remains unfu1filled~ The disparateness and 

resistance t~ich belonging to the real world makes what ought 

to be itself positive. 'I'he. ought becomes pos~tive through the 

resistance of the existent. For, tendency is possible t'IYhere 

there is resistance~ Xt is not like the ideal ought-to-Be 

which is totally indifferent to the question of fulfilment. 

The posit.ive ought-:to-Se is di~ferent from ·!:l7hat 

Hartmann calls ought-t;o-do• For, the la·tter presupposes not 

only the non-being of t"hat ought-to-be, but also presupposes 

that it is .~Jithin the povJer of a buman being to realise it. 

T·he latter is a necessary condition of tvhat ought to do. Unless it 

---=---------------------~------------·-----------------·------------
1 ~ .. 

2 ill.2•, P• 250. 
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is within the capacity of such beings to do an actio~ the 

ought-to-do loses its significance. Suppose we put fort~ard 

universal brotherhood of man as the goal of human endeavour. 

In order to have its significance, the goal must not be actually 

existent in the real world, and secondly, it is within the power 

of human being to realise this goal. Here lies the significance 

of Kant • s statement_. "Thou ought:~, therefore, thoqt · canst" 

which means that the ought, as representing a man • s goal, has 

no meaning unless it is ~Jithin his power to realise it, in 

other word~ ought implies can. 

Her-e t-Je find that ethics and ontology becom~ sepe~a~c~d 

through ·their fundarn:3n·tal modalities ~· Ought-to-he and ~-he. 

The real does not depend for .it:s G}~istenc-..1 upon the ought.. 

bu-t the ought as positive is dependent upon the presGnce of a 

real eJ{istent. But this does not take B1:1ay ·the qualitatiVG 

superiority of values as principles. For, Halji;mann aeserts 

tha-ic 11 dependence end superiority are not antagonism to each 

other... In the graded realm o£ principles, i·t is precisely 

the dependent tvhich iB all:Jays an.d necessarily at the same time 

·the superior :s the higher principle is al't~ays the complex, 

... Ia 2 more conditioned and in this sense the weake.~o • This means 

the ont.o1ogical dependence of tile axiolbgically superior. 

Hartmann• s position here may be succinctly pu't as follot·Js: 

VSl,lues, for him, · are different from categories .in that the 

1 ~£., P• 250. 

2 ~.,p.251. 
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former are ~ necessarily embodie<l in the 'Ti'JOrld. They make a 

claim to be embodied in the real world. If man necessarily 

realises the values,. then values would be categories,. part of 

this universe. Values may or may not be actualised,. though they 

demand to be so. 

3. Moral and Non-moral values a Their Connection -- -
According to Hartmann,. not all ethically relevant 

values, \vhether in the sense of obligation or of participation, 

are moral values. It is true that values of each specific 

type are always essentially attached to a aefinite oxder of 

bearers. But not all of these types are moral. Only those 

which are attached to personal subjects are moral values. 

The latter are not attached to things but to persons and their 

acts. Moral values or disvalues are always affixed to his 

personality as a whole and not merely to his single acts. 

Further,. when a person performs an action t'17hich is 

morally bad,. this performance of such action is not his mistake 

or deficiency,. but his fault. He is held responsible for the 

action; he is subject to condemnation and disdain. Person is 

guilty for this action and consequently for his moral anti-value. 

Thus all moral imputations are attached to the moral person. 

All judgements of approval and disapproval made by others apply 

to him only.. He bears guilt and responsibility. But all these 
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~anncit be said with regai:d to situation and things tihich are 

opposed· to value. 

Moreover, moral values differ fundamentally from 

non-moral values in that the former can be defined as values 

w?ich impl} : freedom. 'l'hat is; the ,t:e rson is free to choose 

an action to do, or, not to do an action-opposite to the former~ 

And thus 11 only a free being is capable of beit:lg good or bad" 1 

py virtue of his action alone. 'l'he connection of moral value 

t'lli th freedom is the specifi~ mark o.f t;hem and for this reason 

moral values are superior to the values of goods and situations. 

'The distinction of moral values from non-moral valuss 

does not imply that the foDmer are totally disconnected from 

the latter.. Moral values are connected essentially t,vith other 

values.· This is not an external and negligible connection.· 

As Hartmann points out, 

Their {moral values•) connection with the moral 
is not outward and not nullifiable or even 2 
negligible.- It is essential, inward, material".-

This internal connection of moral values with the non-moral 

is one'of dependence. That i~ the moral values are dependent 

upon the non-moral values, in certain sense. Moral values 

presuppose the specific quality and ~10rth of other things. It 

is only in respect of other kinds of values that moral values 

can exist. 

1 Hartman~ N. Ethics, Vol. IX. op. ci~., P• 57 •. 

2 .!!2.!2·· p.24. 



. t'Vhatever goods t'le choose, moral values persist, 
but if there were .!!Q goods or no persons 't"Jho I 
aim at them. there would be no moral values". 
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A moral value, for example. honesty can exist only in relation 

to goods ts>Jhich have no moral value. The distinction bettrJeen an 

honest man and a thief can only be made if goods have value. 

For instance, a man who steels something \vhich h~s no value 

a cannot be called a thief and such an action as wrong. Thus 

moral v9-lues ~t1hich Hartmann call's higher ones are dependent 

upon the goods-value, that i~ the lower ones and not •v=i~c-e_~£!2• 
' 3 

11 But the dependence is purely material, not axiological81
• In 

no other sense except materia,U~ the moral values are :·:·;dependent 

o'W the non-moral values. 

Hartmann advocates what he calls an 11 incurable 

14lurali~' 4 
as regard values and thereby at the same tims 

-
denying the idea of a supreme value. In the history of ethics, 

we find many theories which advocate the idea of supreme value 

and all other values as suborail1ated to it;, aut, according to 

Hartmann, it is not at all a value from th~ VGluation~l point 

of view. For him, for exarrpl.e, such i~ the platonic a• Idea of 

the Good11
• It leeks.~ definite content. It is merely an 

l 

2 

3 

4 

Revie't"J of E.H.Cadwall~der• s book. SeQrchl~h:s_on Values 
by F.Kraenzel, ?l!~umal of Value qUi,El, p.241., 
Vol.21., No~3· August,.1987. 

Please note that this position would be quite unacceptable 
to Y.ant and s chel er. 

Hartmann, N ., !:!:Eics. Vol. II. op. ci~., P• 25. 
~.,p.S7. 
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abstract idea. lt cannot tell us where the good is to be sought. 

:J:t is a postulate without any definite content. we cannot have 

the sensing of supreme value for ~ having its definite content. 

One may have a tendency towards a unity of scale of values. He 

may seek a logical unity of the multiplicity of values in supreme 

value for the sake of our practical life. But such a unity is 
~- ~ ; 

possible to have witho~t supreme v.alue which do. pot, have 
"} I • > • ~ 

definite content. What we require rfor our moral life is not 

a monism of value in the given multiplicity of morals but 

'1 tta monism of ethics in the multipliCit)?: of Valu.2§" • 

4. Valu~s and their discove;;x 

we may now turn to another important aspect of Hartmann • s 
' ' ' 

discussion of values which he deals with at length in the chapter 

11 The Pathway to the Discovery of values" in his bool< Ethics. 
2 

According to Hartman~ values are already "there". None can 

(:reate them or make them. Even the champion of ideas do not 

invent them. Hartmann recognises that "here exists a field 

different from that of things fabricated - the field of 

distinctive values". 
3 

Values are not s9mething fabricated like 
-

the worldly objects. Hartmann believes that a fabricatea 

t.hing !=annot have any .af;ect l,lpon roan. It has no power over 

man. Nor can- it give a new orientation to, the innermost being 

1 

2 

3 

Ibid-., n-. 71. 
-- :t:' 

Hartmann, N • ithics. OR• cit, Vol. I:, Chapter IV ... pp .• B7-104. 

Hartmann, N-., ~ics, Vol• I. p.a6. 
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of man. As values are not fabricated item~ they have their 

inherent and dormant power which determines consciousness and 

gives new meaning and orientation to life. 

What we can do is to discover the already existing 

values. In course of discovery, we cannot even change them or 

modify them. They are dis:covared· as they are. Tha discovery 

of values, according to Hartmann, :is of two kinds ; (i) Primacy 

(ii) Secondarye 'l'his is an ·epistemological distinction, ~Jhich 

is often ignored, bet~rJeen ~~ sensingG8 or feel;!.n.,S of ·something and 

the kn0\'.7led~ of it. Th~ former is <amotional nnd the latter is 

intellectual. These are two stage,s. of kno~da:lge through t"Jhich 

values are known. Tne intellectual discoverz presupposes the 

emotion.al discovery, but; not vice versa. 

(i) The discovery trJhich is made at primary level oz. 

't1!hat Hartmann calls ce,primal feeling of value"· means ••s capc;!city 
- 1 

to appreciate the valuable". The prima.ry discovery is an 

immediate apprehension of values. It is a matter of emotional 

approve;\! or aisapproval, loving or hating for something i.e. 

of values. Every shock, every conflict, every crisis leads man 

to the primary discovery of.. va~ues. 'l'he primary discove~.J of 

values is going on endlessly throughout the history of mankinq. 

Manl{.ind ·is unceasingly at t"lorl.: on the primary discovery o£ values. 

Every community, every race takes in primal sensing of values. 

--------~----------------------------------~-----------------------
1 Hartmann, :w., ~" Vol~;r.p.86.·· 
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Every inCliv idual for himself ~lso participates in the primary 

discovery of values. Even the spiritual heroes pxophets also 

merely discover the values at p_rimary level·. "The Champion of 
1 ia.eas inv~nts nothing. a he only ais~overs". . But this discovery 

is not unconditional. These gifted individuals succeed in their 

work of primary discovery of values only if there already is 
~ . . . 

present the appreciation of values in the valuational sentiment 
' . 

of the etc~~ of that age. Hartmann writes : "The ideal already 

lives .before it is discove~d by self-conscious thought. Its 

life is only waiting for thought to give it fOr~ like a crystal 
2 

in· solution"... tile Primary discernment of values is an unending 

process. It alwaY,s remains incomplete. .As Hartmann says, 

".Moral consciousness.. • • is in'oeed never complete. 11 3 
i 

(ii) The second stage of discovery is reflect.ive discovery 

of value. This is called by Hartmann "scientific comprehension" 

which is more than em::>tional n sensing" of value. Her~ 

investigation of values consist in nothing else than an 

investigation of principles. This may be called philosophical 

discovery of values.. 'l'he genuine knowledge or reflective 

discovery of values is derived from what has been discovered 

by primal sensing of value •.. :tt is subordinate to the primacy 

-----------------
1 ~~,p.90. 

2 ~ •• p.91~ 

3 Ibid., p.1.01 •. 

------------------------------------------------
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n sensing'' of value. Philosophical ethics elevates the primacy 

discovery of valu~ by means of refl action ana deliberation to 

a theoretical and systematic level. ~hilosophical ethics 

occupies i~self with values which others h~e discovered and 

strives to present them clearly, to force them into consciousness 

and to establish them. The principle adopted is a "One kno'ttlS 

:1. t ~1 ready'' • 1 

In o:t'der to establish a system of valu.es, Hartmann 

thinks that ethics has to tal~ recourse to metaphysics. 
2 11 EthicaJ. values ara not to be disooverea in the conauc'c _of man". 

And, so~ 

·Values a.te not: to be recogn.isea b'I.J the fact tba·~ 
they are, or are not, containea in, the real. They 
subsist even where too· given ease, indeed where all. 
actual case~ con~radict them. ~ho case does,not 
reveal ·the value. For so long as one does not 
already knot11 the value frpm some other source. it 
alt.gays ;;;cmeins flestionsble '!:l!hether the case agrees 
with it or not. · 

\ . 

The main idea h:~re is that ~he me:t.::"® "sensing~ of values gives 
. . 

primacy consciousness of "'(;hem v-Jhich is then required to be 

~laborated by reason or reflection so that the systematic o~ 

scientific comprehension of velues then becomes possible. 

Now, how are values apprehended 1 Of one thing 

1 1£1.,2., P• 93. 

2 Ibid~~ p~99~ --
3 !bid.,pp.98-99. 
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Hartmann is very clear. Values are not direct~ known 

intellectually., 'l'his is "~.-~hat marks them off from objects of 

knowledg~ which require the intarvention of thought• Consider 

the follot<-Jing s 

'I'hey are not even capable o.f being directly graspEd 
by thought, rather are they immediately discovered 
only.by an 'inner vision•, like l?lato•s 'Iaeas'• The 
Pletoni~ notion ·of. 'beholding• well fits that t-1hich 
material ethics designates as the • sensing of value•, 
that which is embodied in the acts of preference, of 
approva4 of conviction.l 

The idea that clearly emerges here is that values a.re discoverea . 

by an 'inner vision' and such discovery is not mediated by any 

intellectual process. The precise sense in vm!ch the term 

u discovery'• is to be understood can be made clear by sayin.g ~ 

such 11 insight into values is and remains aprioristic insight, 

whether it have ·the primary foJ:rn of the sensing of. t~m or the 
. . 2 

derived form of reflective discrimination11 
• 

Hartmann is aware of the fact that ethical convictions 

of mankind and individuals differ and change from time .to time 

and age to age. But, do values also change ,,.!]ith the chcmging 

ethical convictions 1 Hartmann•s clear DSsponse to such a. 

query is :that values remai..11 static and unchanged. Values are 

------------~----~--------------8-------~=------------------------
1 ~.,.p.l8S.· 

2 ~.,"pp.l03-o4. 
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independent of such changes. It is not the values that change 

but the apprehension of them. Thus, 

In the revolution of tbe ethos, the values thanselves 
do not shift. 'l'here nature is super•ternporal, 
supsr.o.bistoric:al. But the consciousness of them shifts. 1 

Values exist in their ieleel plane independent of 

anything ~hatever~ Whatever be the changes happen in the 

valuable things or persons; values remain as 'they ore. Pue to 

chnngos in our apprehension of them .. that actions, dispositions, 

relet ion ships toJhich yesterday passea as gooo can to-day appoor 
2 

batl. Neither the real nor the values have changed" • 

It is interesting to note hot'lf the shifting of our 

apprehension axound the static value-world has been explainea 

by Professor Caol"Jallacle.t' tiith the help of an analogy, namely, 
3 ns ea.;chlight analogy" • In this anelogy, our value-consciousness 

- -
is"'· comparee t'1ith a seaJ:chlight and values are conceived of as 

something existing in e vast field. having three-dimmsional 

space. like stars in the slty. our consciousness. like a 

searchlight, atrects i'ts focus on the ideal plane of values 

en6 thereby only a relatively small portion of vast fiela of 

values at a particular point of tima or age is "seen". Ana this 

1 .tb:t.,2., p.es •. 
2 !!2!2~, p.a9. 

~ Cadt-Jallade~ ~l.H.., Searchli<4ht 09 ValU.£l& gp.ci~., p~89. 
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implies that a certain ethos-group have the knowledge of thos{! 

values which comet·:· Wlder the purview of the focus of intuition• 

Those values, mich were under the focus of consciousness may 

appea& bad as ·'t1ith the "wandering about" of the focus of our 

consciousn~ss, some V?lues. are lost,. on the one hand and· so~ 

are ga~ed, on the other. Mark here what Hartmann has to say. 

The process. of, dit?cove~y _of ethical revolution 
is a genuine process of d.iscovery, a genuine 
unveiling, a disclosing o;!= values, indeed. on 
the other side, there fs always at the same t.ime 
a loss of. values, a for.getting of them, ,a vanishing. 1 

To put the matter succinctly, some values lose the attention of 
·' . 

consciousness at ~ a particular point of time and some other 

values come under the focus of Valuational consciousness in 

accordance with the Shifting of va1uational apprehension~ 

But the point. to note here is that v.alues ~Jh:ich get 

the C\ttention of valuational conscio~sness are not new· values.· 

J.N.Fin9lay rightly points qut a 

@uch. values are not really new, only hitherto · 
'ignored, and they are certainly not the creations 
of those wh~ suQdenly feel the~ as Nietzsche thought 
them to be. 

-------------------------------------------------·------------~-----

1 .t~artmann, N ., Et~,!:.§, Vol. I, C?P• Ci$•• p.·89. 

2 Findlay, .. J.~., Axiological Ethics,. 
··Macmillan 'and co.Ltd., 1970;-pp.-74-75. 
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Thus our valuational consciousness is constantly at 

work to discover a group of values. There. is no stopping of 

suCh valuational· app.t:ehensio~. Thl.lS. Hartmann maintains 

that the shifting. of valu~-consciousness does not mean the 

revaluation of values. If the revaluation of values is 

possible, then the devaluation of values is also possible vJhich 

would make values something manufactured and thereby they would 

be subjective. Tbe shifting of value-apprehension .. .. .·-"'·· 

brings about,.: the revaluet;i.on of J,if,!. People or individuals 

of a certain culture or ethos-group revalue their life ·by 

having discovered a set of. values, thereby stimulating their 

life and giving it a ne~·I significance and direction• 

Mo.ral consciousness, .. according to Hartmann. consists 

"of the distinctive sensing of values, tvhich·separates the good· 

from the bad in th$m and constitutes their ethical standard" • 1 

This is the 11 factum" of ethics~ :aut this is not at all ernpiricsl 
~ . . 2· 

but a pure or 11 aprioristic ~actum". · The values can be discovered 

by their p-resence 'in moral cOnsciousness alone• But one might ask, 

Is this moral consciousness. infallible in appreoond~g the values ? 

Is there no wossi:Pility of valuational error or delusion 1 

Hartmann anst.,yers such questions by maintaining that moral 

consciousness or primary discernment is "perhaps never free from 

-~-·--~------------~------------------------------------------------------
1 Hartmann, N .,. !,!;hie§, Vol~ I, oo. cit.u p.101. 

2 ~~ 
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error in' its application, that is to. say, in the actual 

valuation ~'lhich it confers. upon actions a~d disposit.:j.ons" • 1 . 

Accoming to Ha:;tm~nn, val~ational error consists 

in fa:?,.lurc tq_gp.,..mr~iate the .ideal values 't'.1hen they are outside 

one•s narrow focus of.valuational consCiousness. It means the .. ' ~· 

n incapacity to discriminat.e" something ~s truth or. error. This 

is blindness to value-ideals. This, means failure. to 11 see" what 
I : 

. 
is valual:>le. For: Hartmann. recognises that, u Fail,ure to 

t I ' • • 

appaeciate is a special chapter in the li:t:e of man••. ~. 

The objects of primary Cli'scernment rN1.J2.. as genuine md 

objective as mathe:natical objects are.! Eut tho former (values) 

are more nve.d.led~ through the emotional character of the act. 

rJhat is needed is to raise them· above the act in order ·:to. be 

at"iare of them •. The erro!:' ·occurs wher<l there is non-agreement 

with the valu~. Values as self-existing object ·are independent 

of truth or err:o.r of the kno·!:~Jiooge ·of than~ -The phenomenon 

of error presupposes the existence of. truth becauze it 

pJ:esupposes a standard v.lhereby erro·r. is distinguishable fxom 

truth. · .I-Iartmann .provieles a .criterion for the recogni·tion of 

valuational error which is·nothing but primal discernment 

itself of values. · In his .words ' 0 ·'l'he criterion of the genuine 

and spurious is nothing else than the primary consciousness of 
3 

value itself''. 

------~--=---=--------------------------------------
1 Ibid. -
2 IbiQ., P• 41~ 

3 Ibid., p.103. 
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Hartmann maintains that all are not equally capable 

of having the insight into values, just as all' are not equally 

S'tiare of mathematical obj e~s. In order t.o have primax:y· 

disc~rnment ·of values, • ther~ sho1.1,l.d be ~ufficient education 

ana. t:ra'inipg of an individual or group of individuals. .To have 

the capacity to discriminate value~ an indiv~~ual/community 

should have certain degree of maturitl' in l)is/in the community 

.of certain age/time. As pE;r the degree of mat.urity in .an 

individual/mankind, his/manltind~.s focus of ·pri,mary consciousness 

is thrown upon certain portion of the valuational field. One 

becomes a~1are of these values upon 'tolhich his gaze of mental eye 

is directed and he remairis blind to other sections of values at 

the same time .• 

Se f·loral Values and tho Person 

Let us now turn to a consioeration of the relation 
. ' 

' . ' 

Mo·ral values are the valueS between moral values and person. 

of person ana his acts. Person is the bearer of moral v·alues. 

But each and every subject cannot be moral person. Hartmann 

defines a person thus 1 

A ·moral subjec:t, t-:Yho .of all. real entities stands 
alone m rappo~ i.iith the ideal t'17orld of values 
and -v-mo alone . has the .metephye.ical tendency: .to 
communicate them to reality Which lacks them -

·only. such a subject is a ·•person• .• l 

--====-&=------------------~~~----~~-----------------------------------
1 _;tbid .. , p.266. 
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According to Hartmann, there are two distinctively 

ethical elements which are the decisive marks of a moral person. 

( i) ;l:n the first place, values do not restrain the subject, 

'i:l1hen they are discerned by hirq, but makes a claim upon. him while 

leaving him free. l?erson is free to take hold on value or not. 

Moral person is a 01 free" entity haying his Ow1l. princ;:iple nn.d 

autonomy. This is his rnoral freedom. 

{ii). The second element of.personality is found in the 

valuational marl's \<Vhich ~contained in the acts of the 'moral 

person. Moral values do not inhere in the ends of the action or 

volition but in the acts of the person and ultimately in the 

subject who acts. For example, moral value of a loving person 

a~taches exclusively to his loving conduct but not in the end of 

his volition i.e., in the person who is loved. nIt (moral t,:11orth) 

1 inheres in the personality of the one Who loves". A perso~ 

thus, becomes the carrier of moral values. 

These two deeply embedoed elements of personality -

freGdom and ·the carrying of moral values - constitute the unified 

feature of moral personality. ~roral person is free to realise 

th~ claim made upon. him by values or to reject it. Anti secondly. 

moral person bears the moral values in his acts. These 't1r10 

th~~gs constitute the relation between values and the person. 

1 Ibid., P• 267. -=-== 


